Analysis of drug-induced effect patterns to link structure and side effects of medicines.
The high failure rate of experimental medicines in clinical trials accentuates inefficiencies of current drug discovery processes caused by a lack of tools for translating the information exchange between protein and organ system networks. Recently, we reported that biological activity spectra (biospectra), derived from in vitro protein binding assays, provide a mechanism for assessing a molecule's capacity to modulate the function of protein-network components. Herein we describe the translation of adverse effect data derived from 1,045 prescription drug labels into effect spectra and show their utility for diagnosing drug-induced effects of medicines. In addition, notwithstanding the limitation imposed by the quality of drug label information, we show that biospectrum analysis, in concert with effect spectrum analysis, provides an alignment between preclinical and clinical drug-induced effects. The identification of this alignment provides a mechanism for forecasting clinical effect profiles of medicines.